STATE-OF-THE-ART

Digital Engine Management System Upgrade
— FOR CESSNA 441 AIRCRAFT —

Decades of use and tens-of-millions of engine revolutions have taken a toll on your aircraft’s
analog engine instruments. And as their reliability goes down, the costs of maintaining and
replacing these critical instruments go up.
The Big Sky MVP STC digital engine management upgrade puts an end to that problem. By
replacing worn-out analog engine instruments with two large, state-of-the-art Electronics
International MVP-50T digital displays, Cessna Conquest II operators can enjoy the highest level
of system reliability, accuracy, awareness and safety.
The MVP-50T digital displays present more critical engine information in greater detail than is
possible with the analog instruments you are flying with today. Plus, the MVP-50T systems are
configured to help you manage other important systems that are specific to the Cessna 441.
So when you’re ready to bring your Conquest II more fully into the 21st century, make sure your
upgrade includes the Big Sky MVP STC system.
NOW AVALIABLE THROUGH CARPENTER AVIONICS

Better Engine Management
BEGINS WITH GREATER SITUATIONAL AWARENESS

With the Big Sky MVP
upgrade, you won’t have
to struggle to interpret
those tiny analog engine
instruments again.
From this...

To this!

The MVP-50T digital engine management system presents what you need to know about your
Honeywell TPE331 turbine engines via two large digital displays that are clear, logical and easy-tointerpret in each phase of flight. Configured specifically for the Cessna 441.
For example, Conquest pilots often have difficulty interpreting whether to view the inner arc or
outer arc on the analog EGT displays, because the applicable arc varies by operating mode. The Big
Sky MVP displays only the EGT color band arc that’s relevant for each mode of flight for at-a-glance
clarity. This reduces pilot stress and workload while enhancing safety.
By taking the guesswork out of engine monitoring, the MVP-50T gives you instantaneous information
so you not only know what each engine is doing, but it also helps you identify and monitor trends.
The safety and economic benefits are tremendous. Real-time information helps you manage
your engines for optimal performance and fuel efficiency. Trend monitoring helps you and your
maintenance technicians spot issues over time before they become costly, catastrophic problems.
Automatic Crew Advisory and Alerting
One of the most valuable features of the MVP-50T is its Crew Advisory and Alerting capability.
Should an engine or monitored aircraft system function reach a caution or warning threshold,
the color of the corresponding digital indicator will illuminate and change to amber or red as
appropriate. In addition, the system can sound an audible annunciation.

Your One-for-All, All-In-One
DIGITAL ENGINE & SYSTEMS MONTORING DISPLAY
The dual MVP-50T layout in the Big Sky MVP STC provides a Main Screen, System Screen and several
Flight Data Screens selectable on each display. Generally, the two displays are mounted one above
the other. In the unlikely event one display fails, information about both engines is visible on each
display for redundancy.
Main Screens
Each Main Screen view for each display shows complementary
and redundant information about both engines. Other
selectable displays include system annunciators with
programmable ranges and limits.

Main Screen – Top Display

System Screens
Each display’s System Screen view allows you to look at other
top-level system information while not losing sight of vital
engine parameters.
Flight Data Screens
Plus, the MVP provides several Flight Data screens that provide
an amazing array of data and tools to help you stay ahead of the
aircraft. Flight Data screens include:

System Screen – Top Display

Flight Data Screens Menu

•

Fuel Management. Accurate to within 0.1 GPH to view
fuel levels, fuel flow, fuel remaining, time-to-empty, fuel-towaypoint, miles-per-gallon, fuel used, and more.

•

Customizable Checklists. More than 100 customizable,
interactive checklists to reduce pilot workload and enhance
cockpit safety. Stored alphabetically for easy retrieval.

•

Weight and Balance. Dynamic W&B screens enable the
pilot to enter weights for each individual arm of the aircraft
to accurately calculate current CG and Envelope.

•

And more.

THE BIG SKY MVP UPGRADE IS ALL THAT AND MORE…
From pre-flight, to shut down, the Big Sky MVP upgrade delivers advanced function, flexibility,
and operational safety – and it does it all while enhancing your aircraft’s value through increased
availability and decreased maintenance costs.
DEVELOPED & OFFERED BY CARPENTER AVIONICS
The Big Sky MVP-50T STC is the result of a complex, multi-year effort driven by Carpenter
Avionics that led to the FAA’s Supplemental Type Certificate completion in December 2017.
AVAILABLE FOR INSTALLATION BY OTHER QUALIFIED REPAIR STATIONS
Carpenter Avionics offers the Big Sky MVP-50T STC as a kit with detailed instructions so qualified
authorized repair stations can perform this installation in the Cessna 441. The kit includes all the
required components from Electronics International, including the displays, sensors, convertors,
and more. The kit also includes the required TSO’d PMA parts that are specific for the
Cessna 441’s Honeywell engines.
ABOUT CARPENTER AVIONICS
Carpenter Avionics, the largest avionics service center in the MidSouth, is an award-winning FAA
and EASA Authorized Repair Station that sells, installs, maintains and repairs avionics systems
for business jets, turboprops and piston engine airplanes of all ages. We offer a complete
product line-up authorized by every major brand. We are exceptionally capable. We have an
unwavering, high-integrity commitment to customer satisfaction.
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